BSCRA Scottish Championship 2020 – Regulations
Eligibility
Everyone is welcome to race in these meetings, but only BSCRA members are eligible to score points.
Dates & Locations
Sunday 16 Feb 2020
Sunday 15 Mar 2020

Ecurie Barnton, Dunfermline
Highland, Invergordon

Timetable
 09.00-10.00
 10.00-11.00
 11.00
 15.00

Practice with priority to visitors
Open practice
Racing starts
Target finish time

Entry Fees
Entry fees per meeting will be £10 for adults, £5 for juniors and full-time students, and will be retained by the host club.
Classes
1
Intro 32
2

Saloon

BSCRA Intro 32 class
BSCRA 1/32 Saloon class, except that Hawk Retro motors may be used in any chassis (the
standard rules specify that Production motors such as Hawks are eligible only in Production
class chassis)

See http://www.bscra.org.uk/rules/hbook2001.htm for details of the BSCRA rules.
Race Format
The race format is: in each class, each driver has a 1-minute qualifying run, fastest single lap determines driver’s placing in a
set of segmented finals, 4 x 3-minute segments, win from any final. This may be varied if the number of entrants makes the
preferred system inappropriate and a majority of entrants agree.
Championship Points
There are 4 races, consisting of the 2 classes (Intro 32 and Saloon) at each of the 2 meetings.
The points scored per race is: 20 for 1st place, 19 for 2nd, 18 for 3rd,... 1 for 20th.
Each driver's best 3 scores from the 4 races will be summed to give the Scottish Championship scores.
Tie Breakers
The first tie-breaker is the best discarded score. If there’s still a tie, the second tie-breaker is the highest number of
highest positions (including both classes at both meetings). If that still doesn’t break the tie, the final tie breaker is to
add together the total number of laps completed in all 4 races.
Nationals Qualifying
The BSCRA Area 1 qualifying places for the 1/32 Nationals, scheduled to be held from 8-10 May 2020 in Corby, will
be offered to the top drivers in the Scottish Championship.
If we get N qualifying places, the top N in the championship will qualify to race in all 3 classes at the Nats.
Information
If you need more information, please contact Alan Lucas on 0131-334-1848 or alan.lucas@talktalk.net.

